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 Passwords help keep our information safe and secure! 

Why do we use passwords?

 A STRONG password is not easily guessed and includes a 
combination of upper case and lower case letters, symbols 
and numbers!

Step 1: Don’t reuse old passwords!

Step 2: Add some uppercase or lowercase letters!

Step 3: Add random numbers!  DO NOT JUST ADD 123

Step 4: Add in some of the following symbols!
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• Brute Force Attack: A method of trying every possible 
combination until a combination works. 

• Dictionary Attack: A method of searching by common 
words and combinations of names.

PASSWORD HACKS...
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ACTIVITY...

ASSESSMENT...
Cracking the Password  Session 2 Activity Print Out.docx

Cracking the Password – Teacher Instructions  Session 2.docx

True or False  Session 2.docx
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LESSON #3...
PHISHING

Session3_Phishing.pptx

Session 3 – Instructor’s Notes.docx
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LESSON #3 KEY TERMS

The act of trying to get user information through 
tricking people with fake messages.

Phishing...

Smishing
SMS [short message service] phishing 
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• Misspelled words or all capital letters
• Unfamiliar and strange looking sender
• Asks you to click on a link or reply with 

personal information
• Flashy content and pop ups in the email
• Too good to be true!

Tips to Avoid Phishing
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ACTIVITY...
Hooked

ASSESSMENT...



Attachments

Cracking the Password  Session 2 Activity Print Out.docx

Cracking the Password ÔÇô Teacher Instructions  Session 2.docx

True or False  Session 2.docx

Session 3 ÔÇô InstructorÔÇÖs Notes.docx

Session3_Phishing.pptx

Activity  Session3.pptx


Cracking the Password



Following your teacher’s instructions and the directions down below in order to complete the activity. The goal of this game is to make predictions and try to guess other classmate’s passwords. Will you be the next password master?



Step 1: Make your prediction

Circle which type of password you think will be the easiest to guess:

	a) A password made up of only numbers

	b) A password with only numbers or letters

	c) Both are the same difficulty for guessing.



Want to explain your reasoning? Explain your prediction below.

[bookmark: _GoBack]







Step 2: Listen to your teacher’s instructions to fill out the table below:

Note* Write down the predicted password before the beginning of a new round.

		Round

		Predicted Password

		Which pass word type was guessed first? Circle the guessed one.



		1

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		2

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		3

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		4

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		5

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		6

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		7

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		8

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters







Step 3: Look at the data

After the 8 rounds have been played, your teacher will count the number of times each password type was guessed first for the whole class. When your teacher puts it on the board record the totals here:



All Numbers Total:_______	Numbers or Letter Total:_______


Based on the totals above which kind of password was easier to guess? Is this password type a strong or weak password? Do these totals match your predictions from Step 1?

[image: ]
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Cracking the Password – Teacher Instructions



Background:

This activity should not be played until after the lecture slides have been presented to the students. The background given in the slides will give this activity more context and be more enjoyable to play!



Tell the students they will now play a guessing game where they pair up and create "passwords" that their partner will try must try to guess. One student in each group will select a number (0–9). The other student will select a number or a letter (0–9 or a–z). To keep the activity on the shorter side, their "passwords" will only be one characters long.



Instructions:

1. Divide the classroom into pairs. If you have an odd number of students, include yourself in one of the pairs.

2. Designate one student from each pair to Group 1, and the other student in the pair to Group 2.

3. Complete one round of the game. For each pair of students:

a. The students MUST pick their passwords before the round starts and write them in the box on the worksheet.

i. Students in Group 1 picks a password with numbers between (0-9)

ii. Students in Group 2 picks a password with number between (0-9) OR letters (a – z)

b. Students now take turns trying to guess each other’s passwords. One student at a time.

i. The first student in the pair to guess each other’s password wins the round and the next one can begin.

ii. Each student should use their worksheet to record which password was guessed in the table (number only or number/letter)

4. On the board write: Number only total: ______ and Number or letter total: _______

a. Ask one student from every group if their number-only password was guessed first.

b. [bookmark: _GoBack]Ask one student from every group to raise their hands if their number/letter password was guessed first.

c. Tally up the raised hands and write it on the board.

5. Repeat steps 3-4, but let Group 2 guess first.

6. After all the rounds have been completed, ask the students to fill in the section of the print off analyzing their predictions and the totals achieved. Discuss the results with the class!
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Passwords: True or False?



Answer the statements below about password security by writing TRUE or FALSE!

Good luck!





1._______________________	The password princess123 is a strong password.



2._______________________	A dictionary attack is when someone hits the computer with a dictionary until it gives it information.



3.______________________	A strong password should have 8 or more characters in it.	



4._______________________	Passwords help keep our confidentially and information safe.



5._______________________	The password 12Hawt_d0g* is considered a weak password.



6._______________________	A brute force attack is when every possible combination is tried until one works.



7._______________________	Brute force attacks are very quick, you can figure passwords in seconds!



8._______________________	One of the strong password criteria is to have your password contain a mixture of numbers.



9._______________________		It’s good practice to reuse old passwords often.



[bookmark: _GoBack]10._______________________	A strong password criteria is to use a mixture of symbols!#$%^&*_-.



11._______________________	Criteria for a weak password is to use both upper and lowercase letters.



12._______________________	5ecuritY_i5*c00l! is considered to be a strong password.
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Session 3 – Instructor’s Notes





These are the notes for Session 3 of the CyberImmunization course! This session focuses on learning about phishing emails and how to identify these fraudulent and dangerous things!



Please note that each session has more than 45 minutes of material and you can choose to present which activities and evaluations you choose too.



What’s Included:

· Lecture Slides (Session3_Phishing.pptx)

· Activity Slides (Activity – Session3.pptx)

· Evaluation (Phishing Test – Session3.docx)

· Evaluation Answer Key (Phishing Test Answer Key – Session3.docx)



Lecture Slides: 

Session 3 covers the topics of social engineering and how it is used to manipulate people into having their data stolen. This goes into explaining what phishing and smishing emails and message are! Tips are giving on how to identify these tricky emails and text messages, as well as what do to when one is spotted.



Activity Slides:

Hooked

[bookmark: _GoBack]The activity for Session 3 is a combination of non-fraudulent and fraudulent emails that the class can identify together. The slides contain five emails and their answers. After email slide is an answer slide.



The manor to conduct this activity in is to go through each email slides with the class and ask whether they think the email is a phishing email or not. Have the students raise their hands and give a reasoning based on the tips learned in Session 3 slides.



Evaluation & Answer Key:

The evaluation for Session 3 contains questions regarding the session’s material. These questions have provided space for the students to give a short-written answer. An answer key has been provided.



Materials Needed:

· Evaluation Printout and pencil for each student
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Phishing

Cyberimmunization 
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What should you know





Phishing





Smishing







What is phishing?



The act of trying to get user information through tricking people with fake messages.

5 lucky winners will receive $5000. Send your name, address, bank account number  to PO Box 4532, Toronto, ON





Have you heard of phishing before?

Phishing is where hackers try to obtain user information through tricking people with fake emails and messages.
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How are we tricked?

Appeal

Phishing messages usually offer something that     we want.



Congratulations your mobile number was selected as winner of a new iPhone8.  To claim your prize , send your name and social insurance number to notfakeemail@gmail.com





How do we get tricked with phishing emails? Simple, these messages seem realistic. They have appeal, which means they usually offer something that we want: money, to be famous, to appear on TV. 



Anything that appeals to us can be used to grab your attention.
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How are we tricked?



LOOKS REAL, BUT IT’S FAKE!
WATCH OUT!

Legitimacy

 Phishing messages should appear to be very real.





Legitimacy is when something appears to be real. Phishing messages and emails can look very realistic and trick us into believing them!
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This video should lead to the discussion on how to avoid phishing
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Tips to Avoid Phishing

Misspelled words or all capital letters

Unfamiliar and strange looking sender

Asks you to click on a link or reply with personal information

Flashy content and pop ups in the email

Too good to be true!





Tips on how to identify a phishing messages:

Look for misspelled words or all capital letters, especially in the header of the emails. Unfamiliar and strange looking senders, often the email that sent it to you looks very strange!

If the email asks you to click on a link or reply with personal information this is a red flag! Any official website or bank will not ask you to provide your information or click on a link!

If there’s flashy content and pop ups in the email it is usually a sign it wants something from you.
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Tips to Avoid Phishing



Trying to make you feel special

Flashy button, wants you to click on it

Weird email sender

Misspelling of easy word







Let’s take a look at this email.

The sender of this email doesn’t have a real name and their email address is odd and unfamiliar. This raises a red flag.

The email greets you with Congratulations, this is too make you feel special and get you to click on the button.

In the sentence there’s a simple word that is misspelled.

There’s a button that the email wants you to click to give you a bottle of the product.



The email doesn’t even tell you what the product is!
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Smishing

SMS phishing = smishing





Enter a valid mobile number to claim your prize



Cell phone number:

Do not fall for this scam!



Entering your phone can lead to your phone being charged premium charges







The name sounds funny, but it is very similar to phishing. 

These messages are sent in masses to randomly generated phone numbers. If you confirm your number, you tell them that your number is real, you are inviting more scams!
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Delete it! These messages are worthless!

DO NOT REPLY!

DO NOT CLICK ON THE LINKS!



What to do when you’ve spotted a phishing or smishing message:





There’s lots of ways you can handle phishing and fake messages. You can simply delete it or report them. It is very important not to click on the links in these types of emails or to reply to them! This is because it could download a computer virus and steal your information.
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Hooked

Identify these phishy emails otherwise you might get hooked!



Created By:

For:








Purpose of the Game


As a class go through these emails and identify why or why not they may be phishing emails!



Are you able to avoid the bait? Or will you get hooked!














RESULTS – NON PHISHING





This email is legit!

That’s because the end of the email address matches the send name!



Notice how it also doesn’t ask for anything to be clicked!













RESULTS - PHISHING









Paypal would address you by your name since it deals with money. This is phishing!

@ppal should be @paypal. This is misspelled!

It is asking for our information by clicking on this button. Dangerous!













RESULTS - PHISHING







These address don’t match up! Why would TD Bank be called mobile@mansoft.com? Suspicious!

Suspicious link! Again!

A banking email would never ask you to click on a link!













RESULTS - PHISHING







That’s a weird name! I’ve never head of anyone called ”easyauctions-wv”.



This is a fake! 

Another link to “verify” my account details! The REAL ebay knows better then that!













RESULTS - PHISHING









Social media sites will not give you a link to “update” your account. This is dangerous, do not click!

Shouldn’t Facebook know my real name? This seems too general.

What a strange email! This can’t be real.





THINGS TO REMEMBER

Stay alert! 



Some hackers are very skilled at disguising phishing emails to seem real! 



If you can remember how to point out a fake email, you’ve out-smarted your attacker!







SO DID YOU GET HOOKED ON THESE PHISHING FRAUDS?
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